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METROPOLITAN SCHEME AMENDMENT 1228/41 — BELLEVUE URBAN PRECINCT AND 
ENVIRONS 

Statement by Minister for Planning 
MR J.H.D. DAY (Kalamunda — Minister for Planning) [2.01 pm]: I present for tabling metropolitan region 
scheme amendment 1228/41, which proposes to rationalise approximately 33.85 hectares of the urban, rural and 
parks and recreation zones and reserves in the Bellevue locality. The proposed urban zoning will allow for 
residential subdivision of the land following a local scheme amendment, detailed structure planning and 
subdivision approval. The proposed amendment is consistent with the intent of “Directions 2031 and beyond: 
metropolitan planning beyond the horizon” and the land that is proposed to be zoned urban is identified as 
a future urban area in “Directions 2031”. The amendment also defines the boundary between the urban zone and 
parks and recreation reservation for the Helena River and is the subject of a deed of agreement between the 
Western Australian Planning Commission and Taliska Securities Pty Ltd, the current landowners. 

The deed of agreement provides for Taliska Securities to complete substantial restoration works along the 
foreshore of the Helena River and to maintain the completed works for 25 years, both at Taliska’s expense. The 
deed also requires Taliska to cede 67.47 hectares of land that is currently reserved for parks and recreation to the 
WAPC for $1.00. Although the land along the Helena River is not presently accessible to the public, 
arrangements between the WAPC and Taliska will create a public amenity for passive recreation and 
environmental education and will also provide facilities for public access. The community will gain access to the 
entire length of the river from the existing path on the eastern extreme of the site to the Roe Highway Bridge 
using a dual-use path constructed by Taliska and networked with several nature trails. The proposed foreshore 
works will include the removal of grazing stock—stud cattle—and introduced weeds and grasses, works that 
allow for full-flood events and repair and rehabilitation of the Helena River, and restoration of riparian 
vegetation. The works are proposed to increase the health of the Helena River and reduce the level of nutrients 
entering the Swan and Canning River system. 

A variety of management plans, such as a detailed and fully costed environmental management plan, 
construction management plan, foreshore management plan and fire management plan, are to be prepared and 
implemented for this site. The management plans will be included as conditions in the subsequent amendment of 
the City of Swan local planning scheme 17 and local structure plans, and will be the subject of subdivision and 
development approval conditions. Therefore, the future ownership of the proposed parks and recreation 
reservation by the state and a variety of specific management plans will provide the legislative framework to 
ensure the long-term conservation of the environmentally sensitive areas of this site. In accordance with the 
statutory provisions for region scheme amendments, this amendment was advertised for three months in 2013. 
Thirty-six submissions were received containing 11 comments of support, eight comments of objection, 
six comments of both support and objection and 11 general comments. Copies of the submissions and the report 
on submissions are also tabled today. 
I am pleased to now table documentation for metropolitan region scheme amendment 1228/41. I commend it to 
the house. 
[See papers 2658 and 2660.] 
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